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Analyzing how predictability, especially statistically-based pre-
dictability, affects language comprehension has become a major
theme in psycholinguistics (e.g., Jurafsky, 1996; Hale, 2001; Lau
et al., 2006; Staub and Clifton, 2006; Levy, 2008). This interest
can be traced back to a series of papers (notably MacDonald et
al., 1994) challenging the received claim that frequency is largely
irrelevant to language, combined with observations that young
language learners are very sensitive to statistical regularities (e.g.,
Saffran et al., 1996). It is now clear that adult language users
comprehend frequent words, phrases, constructions, etc. more
readily than less frequent ones. What is not so clear is the nature
of the relation between frequency and comprehensibility. Is their
relation superficial, perhaps reflecting the action of other causal
factors? Is the relation causal, but mediated by processes other
than a direct mapping of experience onto expectation? What gets
counted in determining frequency? Is frequency just one of many
factors that affect comprehension, or is it the dominant one?
Whatever its nature, why does the relation between frequency and
comprehension exist?
In the core target article of this Topic, Maryellen MacDonald
assumes that there is a direct and immediate relation between
frequency of experience and comprehensibility, and asks, what
is the reason for the frequency differences? She advances
the Production-Distribution-Comprehension (PDC) approach,
which claims that a speaker/writer has biases that reduce
production difficulty. These biases result in some linguistic
forms being more common than others, and listener/readers
learn to take advantage of the resulting regularities. She lays
out three biases, which one commentator humorously terms
“blurt, mimic, space,” and shows how they can account for
some phenomena of sentence comprehension and language
typology.
The Research Topic contains commentaries from a bakers
dozen (and more) prominent psycholinguistic researchers. They
uniformly applaud MacDonald’s program, recognizing that an
account of statistical regularities is needed and finding promise
in basing the regularities on production constraints. But given
that they are academic researchers, each commentator neces-
sarily finds some shortcomings in MacDonald’s proposal. Some
note that the approach described in her paper is an approach,
not an explicit, implemented, testable theory. Some suggest that
there are grammatical phenomena, and grammatical differences
among languages, that are not plausibly based in simple appli-
cations of the production biases MacDonald proposes. Several
argue that considerations of the perceiver must play a larger role
than MacDonald gives them, and some argue that an integrated
account of production and comprehension demands is needed.
In a related vein, some commentators argue that information
structure and communication pressures playmore of a role in sta-
tistical regularities than the PDC approach provides. Finally, some
commentators argue for a broadening of the evidential base and
even the underlying theoretical assumptions. They argue that lan-
guage is not produced or comprehended in isolation, and suggest
that we should consider communication not as the transmission
of a message from source to receiver, but as the reduction of
mutual uncertainty.
Frontiers’ Research Topics format permitted this lively exchange
of proposal and critiques. In her rejoinder, MacDonald acknowl-
edges some of the current shortcomings of her approach, but also
argues that some have been overcome in her other work and that
others are well worth addressing. The availability of the discus-
sion in this Research Topic will certainly stimulate researchers to
evaluate the PDC proposal and to formulate alternatives, and thus
advance our understanding of the nature of language.
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